Abstract. This paper 1 presents our participation to the INEX 2009 AdHoc track. We have experimented the tuning of various parameters using a "training" collection (i.e. INEX 2008) quite different than the "testing" collection used for 2009 INEX Ad-Hoc track. Several parameters have been studied for article retrieval as well as for element retrieval, especially the two main BM25 weighting function parameters: b and k1.
Introduction
The focused information retrieval (IR) aims at exploiting the documents structure in order to retrieve the relevant elements (parts of documents) matching the user information need. The structure can be used to emphasize some words or some parts of the document: the importance of a term depends on its formatting (e.g. bold font, italic, etc.), and also on its position in the document (e.g., title versus text body). During our previous INEX participations, we have developed a probabilistic model that learns a weight for each XML tag, representing its capability to emphasize relevant text fragments [3] [2]. One interesting result was that article retrieval based on BM25 weighting gives good results against element retrieval, even when considering a precision oriented measure (iP [0.01]): 3 article retrieval runs appear in the top-10 of the focused task (2 nd , 4 th and 8 th , cf.
[6]), and the 3 best M AiP runs are 3 article retrieval runs! Thus a question comes: "Is BM25 suitable for element retrieval"? Indeed, we can imagine that, BM25 being developed for article retrieval, its adaptation to element retrieval is challenging. This problem has been addressed e.g. with BM25e [8] .
Our objective during INEX 2009 was to answer to two questions, using the 2008 INEX collection as a training collection:
-is it possible to reuse the parameters tuned with INEX 2008 collection? -is it still possible to obtain good results with article retrieval against element retrieval, regarding MAiP as well as iP [0.01]?
We present the experimental protocol in section 2, then our system overview in section 3, our tuning experiments using Given that every experiment is submitted to INEX in the form of a ranked list of 1,500 XML elements for each query, such measures favor, in terms of recall, the experiments for which whole articles are found (thereby providing a greater quantity of information for 1,500 documents). This is an issue, because focused answers may be penalized even if it is the very purpose of Focused IR to be able to return better granulated answers (i.e. relevant elements extracted from a whole article). Thus, we also calculated R[1500], the recall rate for 1,500 documents, and S[1500], the size (in Mb) of the 1,500 documents.
System Overview
Our system is based on the BM25 weighting function [9] , that processes articles a j a well as elements e j :
with:
-tf ji : the frequency of t i in article a j (resp. element e j ).
-N : the number of articles (resp. elements) in the collection.
-df i : the number of articles (resp. elements) containing the term t i .
-ndl: the ratio between the length of articles a j (resp. elements e j ) and the average article (resp. element) length (i.e. its number of terms occurrences). -k 1 and b: the classical BM25 parameters.
Parameter k 1 allows to control the term frequency saturation. Parameter b allows to set the importance of ndl, i.e. the importance of document length normalization. This is particularly important in focused IR as the length variation for elements is greater than that of articles, as each article is fragmented into elements (the largest article contains about 35,000 words).
Our system also considers some other parameters, e.g.:
-logical tags: list of XML tags which the system will consider either at indexing and querying step (the system will therefore not be able to return an element that does not belong to this list); -minimum size: minimum size of documents (articles/elements) (# of terms);
